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deadline of abstracts submission for the 
of the International of 

The Scientif1c committee 
abstracts be 

submitted no than December 1994. While each 
one of the abstracts will be blind rewieved it is to 
receive the papers in time. The Beavers" have 
~Ci!r'''''U11"'' done there's still time left for 
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This enc:oUI'agt~ment to 
persons a sound 
fundamental grasp of basic and ..,. .. n,fi"'i.,,, 

,HF,AULH .. ""lH contributions to of KnlDWleOlle. 

The Grant takes the form of US and is awarded 
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data. The latter will be the first in a series of 
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Robert R. PhD 
of Human Movement 
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M&M's represent the mean and median. I will first 
define the mean and median as often used in the 
of the spectral density of EMG data. Then a recipe (al
gorithm M will be given which can be used for their 
computer implementation. The emphasis is on an accurate 
computer implementation not mathematical rigor. One of 
my mathematics teachers once said "Some mathematical 
tricks are quite easy. Some are difficult. Unfor
tunately, those who write mathematical textbooks seldom 
take the trouble to show how easy the easy calculations 
are." Showing you tha.t some of our most useful tools are 
actually very easy to implement is one of the goals of this 
column. 

I define the mean of x by 

I X') ) x-xS(xdx Ai 
XMean = JX~12S(x)dx = A (1) 

and the median of x implicitly by 

(2) 

where, Sex) ~ 0 over the closed interval x E [Xl, 
Clearly, XM edian is the value of x that divides the area 
under S( x) into two equal parts; i.e. the "middle" x for 
the region under S( x). Also, some of you probably recog
nize (1) as just the x-coordinate of the centroid of the area 
enclosed by Sex). That is, XMean is the moment (111) di
vided by the area (A). The statistically inclined may view 
these equations with skepticism as the mean and median 
seem to be rather oddly defined. However, note that if x 

were a random variable with probability density function 
S( x) and the limits of integration changed (-00, +(0) then 
A = 1 and (1) would reduce to the classical definitiollof 
the mean. Similar reasoning can be used for the mediall in 
(2) I leave this to you (hint: x is already ord~red). Now, 
for our application (spectral density of E1VIG signals) these 
can be written as 

ff~ fS(J)c~f 
-J't U 

j L S(f)d] 
(3) 

(4) 

where, S(f) is the spectral density of the EMG signal and 
is positive by definition and f E [f L, fU]. 

",o,LHIJLC,U S(f) at discrete with 
uniform spacing (e.g. the of the EMG 

is, we have {fi,S(Ji);i = 1,2, ... ,N} and 
+ for i = 1,2, ... , N, where is the 

"'UCLc..UH:' and fN = fU = (N - + This 

uniform spacing is only used to the 
derivations and will be relaxed later. 

vVe now derive an approximation for the definite 

f
iN 

A = S(J)df 
h 

(5) 

Suppose we constructed the following plot.. Connect the se
quence of discretized S(J) values with lines (linear 
approximation between data values) and then drop verti
cal lines from each SCt) value to the frequency axis 
the figure for the example which follows). Clearly, an ap
proximation to the area under SCt) is easily obtained by 
summing the areas of these generated trapezoids - and you 
thought this was going to be hard. Now t.hat you see t.he 
big picture let's go back and see if we can derive a recursive 
area estimator. 

If we connect the first. two points (!1, S(h))) (12,8(12)) 
of the discretized spectral density with a straight line and 
calculate the area under this trapezoid we obtain 

where, A2 is the area under S(J) through 12 (you might 
want to look again at the exam pIe below). Similarly, if 
we connect S(h) and S(/3) with a straight line, adding 
another trapezoid, we obtain 

(
S(h) + S(12) + S(h) + S(/3)) . 

2 2 2 2 

vVe substitute A2 into A3 to obtain 

Af(S(h) 8(/3)) +D. --+--. 
2 2 

It is now straightforward t.o show that, 

) + S(Jd)· (6) 

Congratulations, you have just derived the trapezoid rule 
in recursive form. We now drop the assumption of uniform 
spacing promised) and write (6) in the form 

A (fk-ik-I)(S(f) O(j~)) = k-l + 2 . /,:-1 + D k. (7) 

where, = 0 and k = 2,3, ... , N. As we shall later see 
this will be very useful for the estimation of and 
can .also be used for the approximation of integrals in (3) 
and (4). 

Now, we will find an approximation for 

!vI = fS(f)dj. (8) 

One may be t.o use the recursive trapezoid rule 
above in (7) with S(ik-d replaced by ) and 
S(fk) fkS(fk). V/e call this the trapezoidal approxima
tion to M (or TAM for short). Don't use TAlvr unnec
essary errors can be introduced and these may be rather 



VVhy? Remember, when we connect two adjacent 
discrete values of the density with a line 
a (or rectangle) is recall that 
our recursive rule is exact for trapezoids (linear); 
but not for trapezoids multiplied by I and herein lies the 
problem. In brief, the multiplication of the integrand by 
I increases its degree by one; thus, the integrand becomes 
quadratic in f. I now give without proof a recursive esti
mator for the first I110ment defined by (8) which is exact 
for straight lines between discrete values of 5(f). 

!vI.. (I;; + /klk-l + If-I) (5(1',) - 5(f ) 
k-l + 3 k k-l + 

(/k +/k-d (5(/k-dh - 5(fk)/k-I) (9) 

where, Nh = 0 and k = 2,3, ... ,lV. Note, I will gladly 
supply the proof (rather messy and boring) via e_mail 
if you so desire. A reasonable question to ask at this 
point is, how much better is this estimate of M than 
TAM? Before I try to answer this question let's apply 
these newly derived equations to a simple example, one 
for which exact values of A and NI are easily deter
mined. This will be a good check on our derivations. 

2 

5(f) 1 

o 
o 2 3 4 f-+ 

It should be obvious that the total area of 5(f) = 5, 
.M = 10 (well perhaps this isn't so obvious), and h.l ean = 

= 2. These can be obtained directly from their 
definitions (the definite integrals are evaluated) I 
leave this as an exercise for you. vVe can now proceed with 
our verification of the recursive equations. 

[k = 2,.h = 1J : 

+ 

[k = :3,.h = '2): /1:1 

+ 

(1;0)(1+1)=1 

( 1 + ~~ + 1) (I _ I) 

(1 +O)(2_U) = I 
'2 '2 

Ai + ('2 ~ 1) (1 + '2) 
- '2 

:l G 
1 + - = 

'2 

+~----I - I) 
'2 ' 

1 7 17 
- '2) = ~ +} = (j :2 

A:l+---r + 1) 

G :l - + - = £\ 
'2 '2 

17 +U)+G+!I)(l_:2) 
(j :l 

+ ~(6 _ 2) = 17 11 = 13 
2 6 + 3 2 

[k = 5, Ik = 4J: A5 + (4
2 

3)(1+1)=4+1=5 

~ (16 + 12 + 9) ( '\ 
2 + 3 1 - 1) 

7 13 7 
-(4 - 3) = - + - = 10 
2 2 2 ' + 

which verifies (7) and (9). If you now substitute these val
ues into (3), fMean = 10/5 = 2, which is correct of course 
- nice work. But, what about 1M edian? vVell here, due to 
symmetry of 5(/) about Is = 2, IMedian = IMean. How
ever, it is very unlikely that 5(/) will have such symmetry 
in reality so how can we estimate for any 5(f)? 
Of course, one thing which may pop into mind is an iter
ative approach; i.e. iterate on the integrals in (4) until we 
find the 1M edian. I would like to propose the following non
iterative solution which is the rasion d'eire for the recursive 
trapezoid rule. Suppose we first compute the integral in 
(5); then use (7) to compute the area through Ik. Clearly, 
if Ak = A/2, then Ik = IMedian and we are finished. Unfor
tunately, it is almost never that easy, since we will almost 
never find a k for which this is true; but rather find a k such 
that Ak-l < A/2 and Ak > A/2; i.e. Ik-l < IMedian < Ik. 

Obviously, it is very unlikely that 1M edian will be located 
exactly at the edge of a trapezoid (as in my contrived ex
ample). Now, you probably see where I'm headed. Once, 
we find the h' which nearly splits the area into half (i.e. lo
cated inside a trapezoid which contains 1M edian) then we 
can use linear interpolation to estimate 1M edian - this is 
included in the MMF algorithm. 

Before I give the pseudo-code for the algorithms which. 
we have derived let's consider the question which I posed 
earlier on how much better (9) is than TAM. For the exam
ple given, I calculated AI = 10 using TAM which is exactly 
correct (try it yourself)! Confused? At first this may seem 
so, since I have claimed that TAM can give errors. Have 
I deceived you? No, I haven't, this is indeed a contrived 
example. vVhat happened, is error callcellation; i.e. TAM 
was in error to be precise) after going from k = 2 
to k = 3 but this was exactly cancelled going from k = 3 
to k = 4. In fact, this leads us t.o an easy to remember 
"rule-of-thumb" for errors in 'I'ANI: 8(1) increases (positive 
slopes) cause overestimation of AI and decreases (negative 
slopes) underest.imation. For those of you still in doubt, I 
illvite (beg) you t.o t.ry both methods on an of your 
cboice and compare result.s. 

Pseudo-code is givell fur tlte cdgorit.hms vvhich I recommend 
fot' the estimat.ion of and fl\[ edian. Hopefully, you 
vvill find t.he pseudo-code easy to implement in the language 
of your choice. 

PROCEDURE (d, i2, I, 8, Integral) 
(X, Purpose: Moment (zero) - Area 
S'if, l\'Iet.hod: Recursive t.rapezoid rule, eq. (7) 

% (H)Integral = I 8(f)df from Ii! to Ii2 
! ntegra.l = 0 

rOR k = il + 1 TOi2 DO { 



delta = (f(k) - f(k - 1))/2 
Integral = Integral + delta*(S(k - 1) + S(k)) } 

END 

PROCEDURE RMl (iI, i2, f, S,Integral) 
% Purpose: Moment (first) 
% Method: Recursive first moment, eq. (9) 
% (R)I ntegral = J f S(f)df from fil to fi2 

Integral = 0 
FOR k = i1 + 1 TO i2 DO { 

Integral = Integral + (F(k) + f(k - l)*f(k)+ 
f2(k -l))*(S(k) - S(k -1))/3+ 
(f(k) + f(k - l))*(S(k - l)*f(k) - S(k)*f(k - 1))/2 } 

END RMl 

PROCEDURE MMF (i1,i2,f,S,fJvfean,fMedian) 
% Purpose: Mean, median frequencies for spectral density 
% i1,i2 =first, last indices for f,S(f) 
% f =array of frequency values 
% S =array of spectral values 
% (R)f Mean =Mean frequency from fil to fi2 
% (R)f Median =Median frequency from fil to f;2 

(i1,i2,S,Integral1) % J S(J)df 
RM 1 (iI, i2, S,IntegraI2) % J f S(f)df 
f Mean = I ntegral2/ Integrall 
Half ATea = Integrall/2 
Area = O;.itf edianFonnd = false 
k = i1 
REPEAT 

k=k+1 
PrevArea = ATea 

In the last issue of this Newsletter Kazimierz Fidelus 
described the activities of the main biomechanics centers 
Poland. The additional mtlofllmhon, COflCel:111rlg 

Biomechanics of the Polish 
of the 

seminars in the field of biomechanics 
the International Centre of I:h()cybel'ne!tics 

of the Polish of Sciences, has since been SUIJptled 
Professor Adam Morecki and Nalecz. 

1. 

Section consists of the tollmvil1lg lllenlbe)rs: 

COltlte:reIlces, evaluation 

2. 

delta = (f(k) - f(k -1))/2 
ATea = Area. + deltM(S(k 1) + S(k)) 
IF Area> Half Area THEN { % linear interpolat.ion 

M edianF01md = tTt~e 
Slope = (ATea - PrevArea)/(2*Clelta) 
fMedian = (Half Area - Area)/Slopc + f(k -1) } 

UNTIL M edianFo11,nd 
END MM 

These algorithms are of O(N); i.e. their execution speed 
increases linearly with N (the number of data points). 
The PASCAL (Borland vel's. 7.0) code is available via 
FTP address: ftp.ki.se//pub/outgoing/ISBOl.ZIP). 
Please feel free to use the algorithms as you see fit. I only 
ask in return that you acknowledge where they came from. 

Some of you may be disturbed by my of lack of rigor and 
lack of attention to detail (e.g. computer roundoff errors) 
~-- I apologize for that. intent was and is to make this 
material both readable and useful to the ISB membership 
as a whole. some may have noticed that I have ex
cluded the "mode" which according to its French meaning is 
the most fashionable or according to its statistica.l meaning 
the most frequently occurring value -- I don't apologize 
for this exclusion. 'Why have I not included this "M"? I 
leave this with you to ponder. Any questions/comments 
'which you may have on this article can be directed to me 
via e_mail: birdy@neuro.ki.se.Incidentally.this article was 
written completely in I';\'IFf'~ . Th-th-tha-that's all folks! 

1. Biomechanics of organ of motion. 
measurements, clinical 
15-25.10.1989. 

2. Medical biomechanics of 
and clinical 

10.1990. 
3. Mechanics of bloodcirculation. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

1991. 

of 
16-19.09.1994. 
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..... ;; .. " .... c,;;1I-~, in Thunder 

located on the north-western shore of 
800 east 
kilometers north-west of 

States border's 60 

is a +-"' .. al:'1I-,,,r! 

1I-"' ..... 1I-'.,. ... n with numerous lake ",~",'11-"'111"''' 

the Great Lakes Network. The with 
beautiful scenery, 
abundance, of natural 
feasibilities. 

faculties. 

rivers and forests an 
wild life and recreational 

Canadian standards 
focus .... ~I .. ,rf.~~ T", .. """t1"'<' 

1I-AlVa+h,,,, .. with the Arts and Science 

Conference activities will be located on campus, 
with the and related scheduled events 

in and around the Conference 
,rf",I"""r,1I-r"" will be 
residences set in attractive natural area to the 
campus. 

A of recreational and social 
local culture and the 

The 

are: 

"To .." ... "7""1,,, 

coaches 

11"1r,( .... ·11,.,"t'("\1"1 contact: 

CLINICAL 
SYSTEMS 

First announcement and call for papers 

6th 7th 

titles are: 

Lvv,UJl!\J!Vj~ l transfer 

in the Court Senate Suite 

Art 
",11->''1011-£,11 in s -t-" ... "r" .... :Sau(!lellaH 
cost is inclusive of breakfast. 

includes book of 
abstracts" There will be a {,("\l"Tl'Ar'l'Al'H'1'A O;anOiuet 
shores of Loch Lomond on 

,"-J..,U'-'<.AJU,", for 
1 st !I-4'",t'u·n'lru 



BIOMECHANICS & NEURAL CONTROL OF 
MOVEMENT 

Interaction Between Neural 

June 1995 

Deer Creek Resort and Conference Center 
Mt. Ohio 

miles south of '-"'-'A ..... U ... ' ... ., 

The Foundation announces its 9th 
conference on "Biomechanics and Neural Control of 

intent of this conference which 
is to increase the level of interaction 

each may 
T"'lI/~HT"T" of the other 

the 

",n,1"1 n,:>",,,,1 n0" sciences have benletl1ttec1 
of how nature has solved similar motor control nrolhle:ms 

to the nature of the formal 
pre~serltatlons, the structure of these conferences fosters 

...... "",.rI' .. ·.",.. time for ad hoc 

For a copy of the General for 
contact the bngmeermg 

11 

BONE AND 

the entire 

ENGLAND 

Information and course may be obtained 

INTERNAZIONALE Dl 
MECCA NICHE 
Palazzo del Torso? 
33100 UDINE 
TeL: 

From US 



A research asslstalntshlp 
interested in n'Hr<'HinlY 

motor 
de\l'elo,pm.ent or, 

The 
funded 

"'''H.','''' ... 'JU..'''' the fit 

rIILJ","'I,~n"Y'I""41r- of infants with Down ",~,.."rII .. r ...... ", 

the next three years our focus will be 
of effects of treadmill ""11""""','<':> on the onset 

of in infants with 

with a 
""'VII-'U""'U" or 

hours of p., ................. ~ 

remain open candidate is found. 
assIstantshIp will in late 

of 1995. A letter of of 
academic and the names and addresses of 
three references should be sent to: 

Dr. Ulrich 
lLJIn'JIrt1rn<:>lnt of ll""Jl."",,,,j,V,,-,F. 

POSITION IN 

Institute for Biomedical 
11I4I"'LJlr,,,tu of Twente 

Institute's research programs is aimed 
the de,,'e101prnlent of a 
the 1rY'in.n.ll'lC'H 

consists 
combination with a tailor ortHosis. The in 
which the Post Doc will work is embedded within this 
program. This 
between the 

Twente. 
The A'\.V.LU, ... ' ....... u'-, .. 

Enschede. 

The aims of the 

.t.njgmeermv; and 
of 

Centre 'Het in 

are: 

Evaluation of 01<.>"'1'",,'1',, of ,," .. '''1''''-'0 electrical 
stimulation. 
Identification of 
characteristics of individual 
means of electrical stimulation. 

moment 
muscles 

Identification of direction of the moment of force 
of stimulated muscles as a function of 

of variation of 
these variables in a limited number of patIents 
Evaluate the of ',rII',nh .. ," 

Relate the results to biomechanical models in use 
to simulate FES-induced 
Contribute with the results to the process 
of the 

Candidates should have a PhD Biomedical 
Human Movement Sciences or related 

should be able to work in a mUlltu:11s1clpHnary 

years under standard 
conditions. 

For further mrCJrnlanOn, contact: 

'..lh".r'JIt,nr'H of Biomedical tnjgmeerm2 
Ini,,,,,, .. ,,it-., of Twente 

7500 Enschede 
The Netherlands 
Tel: + 31-53 892465 
Fax: +31-53 356490 
E-mail: 

:FACULTY POSITION 

nnJ'LJlr('1h, of Vermont 



'-''-'uta'"'' ..... as well as research and for 
continued Candidates must have clinical 

and 

• .,,,,..,,d-a<"0""''''',1 education. must meet 
n"-,,,.lr,rHV in the U.S. and be V.'I'''U''''''' 

for licensure in the State of Vermont. 
Submit curriculum names of three references 
letter 

305 Rowell 
.lW".U.AUAp,'-'-'U. VT 05405-0068 
USA 
E-Mail address: 

c) the data collection and which 
includes and statistical ,)1I"I'llh":>1I:' 

ENGINEER 

a 

focus on the e) 
The candidate should have either a bachelor's or 

Biomechanics Research 
lon'llrt1no.,tof~."uvP"~'~U~~ 

Yale School of Medicine 
Box 208071 533 Parnassus Ave. 

New CT 06520-8071 San CA 
U.S.A. 

Fax 785-7069 



Committee involvement and 
contributions to .... ".."-4-£0.<'''';,,, ... '''1 or~~anjzatiol[1S 

commensurate with 

Send letter of 
of reference 

Recreation and 
Illinois State 

,'V .. "u ....... IL 61790-5120 
Phone': 
FAX: 

BIOMECHANICS: ASSISTANT/ASSOCIATE 
"""''OJ'JlI.'.JILJI..''''-''''--''A'I>. IN THE MOTOR LEARNING 

VA,.,.,H"" ... ".."'flU"""'''' COInp(~teJICl~~S in """t-nnl .. tar_h'l<,c,rf 

kinematic/kinetic human movement. The 
individual must be able to use biomechanics as a tool for 

processes skill 
ae,{elcJprneIlt or neuromotor control processes. Teach 

courses; research in 
rehabilitation clinical maintain an active 
research program; direct doctoral dissertation research. 
Candidates must be committed to excellence in t-a'l,-'hU'Hlf 
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